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CHALLENGES TO RECYCLING COMMUNICATION

Sorry, not everything is recyclable
Complex process, complex messaging
Contracting from early SS mentality (easier=more volume)
Packaging is constantly changing
Chicken and the egg approach to markets
MRF technology changes evolve the accepted materials list
Absence of standardization in terms and outreach
Most effective communication tools (face to face, trusted source) are     
the most time consuming
Frustrating to understand what is and what isn’t sometimes



TAKING ON CONTAMINATION ON TWO FRONTS

-The public

-Us, the professionals



WHAT IS CONTAMINATION?

Affect Equipment Affect Safety Affect Quality



TALKING WITH YOUR MRF

REALLY understand the process 

Audit incoming loads

Balance pressure to add more materials with the feasibility 
of their recovery

Know the top contaminants and threats to quality



RESOURCES



TWO (OVERSIMPLIFIED) SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION
Never Recyclers

Generally unaware of how to 
recycle.

Using the recycling cart as a 
second trash can.

Likely to require a more 
aggressive approach like code 
enforcement, cart hangers, and 
direct contact, or fines.

Overzealous Recyclers

Think they know how to recycle.

Keep messages positive and 
proactive.

Explain why some materials are 
problematic.

Provide alternative recycling 
options when possible.

Avoid overwhelming people, tackle the 3 most common/problematic sources of 
contamination.  Fix those, then move down the list.



TAKING THAT TO THE PUBLIC IN A SIMPLE WAY

Update outreach with images and words that people can understand

Work towards common suite messaging

Prioritize top contaminants

Promote alternatives

Be positive, Be consistent

Provide direct feedback with info when they are doing it wrong



BROCHURES, SIGNS, WEB

Uses images

Prominent NO BAGS message

Uses words that people recognize
“Milk and Juice Cartons” not “gable top 
containers”
“Butter Tubs” instead of “rigid plastics”

Avoids messaging like “Plastics 1-7”
Plastic Bottles, Jugs and Tubs
Plastic Food Containers (getting a little 
slippery?)

Has a clear yes AND no list
No bags, Styrofoam, food/liquids, etc.







RECYCLE MORE DOWNLOADABLES

Downloadables tab at www.recyclemorenc.org



MORE RESOURCES TO RECYCLE RIGHT



Town of Cary

 Yes- Bottles and tubs #1-7, lids places back on bottle, tub, or jar, rigid #2 plastics

 No- bags, frozen food trays, clamshells/hinged containers, toys, flower pots

Town of Wake Forest

 Yes- Narrow-necked, screw-top bottles, such as soda bottles, dairy containers, plastic milk and water jugs 
and colored bottles labeled with the RICs, six pack rings with rings cut

 No- bags, Styrofoam, and plastic bottles containing oil or hazardous substances

City of Durham

 Yes- plastic bottles, jugs and jars

 No- take-out ‘clamshell’ containers

Franklin County

 Yes- plastic soda bottles or milk jugs

 No- bags or bowls

Nash County

 Yes- plastic drink bottles and milk jugs

 No- non-bottle plastics

Five Communities all Using the same MRF



COMMON SUITE AND 
REGIONAL MESSAGING

All communities feeding same MRF.

Communities came together to 
create new outreach.

Same messaging and terms where 
you work, live and play.



BEYOND CURBSIDE
Remember your Away From Home recycling too!

Only ask for the materials that are there, nothing more.

Use labels and pick the right containers/lids to prevent contamination.



DIRECT FEEDBACK
Cart Hangers and Oops Tags having big impact

Provides specific info to resident
 Many think they were doing it right

Provides you with data

Changes behavior
 Springfield, MA enforcement
Went from tagging avg. of 60 carts/day to 36/day



COMMUNITIES TAKING A CLOSER LOOK

Cary

Greensboro



TOWN OF CARY
Conducted Curbside Survey
Looked at every route to ID top contaminants
Left contaminants with info oops tag in cart
Collected data



DATA-BASED EDUCATION STRATEGY



CITY OF GREENSBORO

Customer Survey
Community Mapping
Recycling Audits



NEXT STEP, MOBILE 311



LET’S DO THIS

1. Have you called your MRF today?

2. Talk to your neighbors about regional efforts.

3. Adopt more effective outreach materials.

4. Invest a little time in evaluating your community

and reuse what others have already found!

5. Tackle contamination- Start with BAGS!



THANK YOU!
Heather Cashwell
NC DEQ
(919) 707-8127
Heather.Cashwell@ncdenr.gov


